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  Well, good day, everybody. It's a Thursday, the 22nd of February,  2024. Johnny Lada. Great to have you back 
on, mate. Thanks, Woody. Great to be back here with everyone. And really good to have our own mate, Dr. Philip 
Altman on. Thank you for joining us again, Philip.  Hi, Graham. Hi, Johnny.  It's been a while since we've had you 
on and there's been a lot going on, but, um, we'll cover off on a couple of things that have been happening 
today, which are quite newsworthy. 
 
Uh, for example, the Courier Mail have, uh, On page 18 in a small article brought to the attention of their 
readership that, uh,  that neurological and heart disorders, uh, may be attributed in small part to the vaccine. 
Um, so, uh, to both of you, we, we, uh, we often get, uh,  get people telling us, you know, what are you still 
waxing on about this stuff for? 
 
I mean, it's over, isn't it?  But we are clearly seeing. Um, that there is, there's, there's a fair amount of pressure 
being put on the people who made the decisions that got us into this mess and they just can't keep denying the 
truth and that truth is, is coming out in dribs and drabs and we must keep the pressure on, we must remain 
focused, we must remain diligent to the fight that we came in on and that was ending mandates, making sure 
these things never happen again and we want investigations, the whole thing. 
 
It's not over just because things have slackened off.  Because we don't know what's coming. We've got a, we've 
got a fair idea of what's coming. But, um, we've got to stay diligent to this task. So that's what we're going to do. 
The poster behind me, uh, uh, for the, the movie Trustful Julian Assange.  Uh, for those of you who haven't seen 
that, you need to see that. 
 
You can book online to, to, uh, sorry, you can book it at theatres. It looks like it's coming to all the major event 
cinemas in Australia.  But the whole idea of, uh, Julian Assange, the Julian Assange situation is that he  If he was 
not now in jail and if he hadn't been censored, a whole bunch of this stuff would be revealed now.  
 
So, um,  interesting stuff coming on. Uh, so Phil, you'd have to agree. We've got to keep the pressure on.  Yeah. 
This censorship is at the center  of the issue. If, if, uh, our media,  uh, our mainstream news media wasn't 
censoring all this, this  whole battle would be over within days. Yeah. Everyone would know the truth.  
 
But, uh, I, I place the blame at the feet of the mainstream news media, and thankfully There's guys like you two 
who were, who were getting the message out to some people, but, but of course, um, not enough people yet.  
Well, we're very encouraged by, um, by a lot of the participation in our program from notable people who are 
starting to rise to the surface. 
 
Um, we have heard from Tony Abbott that he'll be coming onto the program early in March. Uh, John, he's had 
to go away again. We understand. Um, and I'm also happy to announce that, uh, A Walkley journalist of, um, I 
think six or seven awards won Gold Walkley, and that is Ross Coulthard, has agreed to come onto the program 
and talk about the declining standards in journalism. 
 



And that's what we're facing.  That's the big issue at the moment, Johnny Larder, is, uh, the declining standard in 
journalism. And we see, um, doctors like Nick Coatsworth, who are dabbling in medicine and journalism at the 
same time. Uh, Alan Swan seems to have disappeared.  Norman Swan seems to have disappeared, uh, into the 
ether. 
 
But, um,  Nick, Nick Coatsworth, Johnny is,  is slowly  dipping his toe into the water. What can you tell us there?  
Well, he was on 2GB with Ben Fordham this morning discussing this report that's been released with the 99 
million  participants or study, which reveals that there is definitely a link to injury from the vaccines, which, 
which he says isn't alarming, but I don't know how you say it's not alarming if you're being injured from the 
things that I mean, how many experts have we spoken to, including Uh, Philip, uh, that, that, uh, experts in their 
field across the entire health sector and in the world, world renowned people, um, Angus Dalgleish, professor of 
oncology. 
 
He says that these mRNA vaccines must stop now. Uh, that, you know, we haven't seen the worst of it. So if 
these red flags are here now, uh, the thing that Coatesworth did agree to, uh, with Fordham, which I, I thought 
was interesting was that, uh, he, he agrees that there is an underreporting, uh, of injuries to the TGA and 
probably across the world, I suppose. 
 
And in our sector, I think Cody, that's, that's due in part to the. The, uh, the authority opera, uh, which has 
essentially, uh, been hitting physicians with a stick. Uh, if, if they speak up and I imagine that people are hesitant 
to report these injuries as well. This is why we're seeing all this long COVID nonsense, but I'm really wondering 
what's going on with opera because I mean, I'm still registered. 
 
As a paramedic, if you go onto the APRA website, you'll see that I'm still registered. Why are they not pursuing 
me now? I mean, I've been more vocal in the last 12 months than at the point where they said, Oh no, you're a 
risk to the public. I mean, here I am telling people that they're killing you. These vaccines, they're killing you. 
 
Yeah. Uh, I don't know what more you can say. And APRA doesn't seem to want to do anything about me now. 
Why, why aren't they coming after us  now? Now I'm saying these things. So, Apra, what are you doing? I mean, 
you either, uh, have to take back all this BS that you've been going on with and apologize and say you got it 
wrong, which we know you have, or come after me again.  
 
Bring it on, says John.  Bring it on. Look, at the end of the day, if you steal a car,  uh, you know, it's not any 
different the second time around, is it?  For Nick Coatsworth  to finally admit that there's been underreporting of 
adverse drug reactions,  serious adverse drug reactions.  He is seriously, seriously late to the party.  
 
Everyone in the pharmaceutical industry  knows and accepts  There is Underreporting. The TGA itself has gone 
into print. I can give you a reference  that says the underreporting is at least 10 times. See getting one 10th of 
the reports that are real. At least now that that is a minimum. Most people would say the underreporting is by a 
factor of somewhere between 30 and 40 to a hundred times. 
 
Especially given the, uh, APRA, uh, aggressive behavior that, uh, Johnny has just mentioned. Yeah. Uh, there are 
many, many doctors out there who don't even know how to report an adverse drug reaction to the TGA. They 
don't even know there is a system. And if they know a system, they're not prepared to spend 30 or 45 minutes. 
 
online, trying to lodge the details of a case. They want to get on and see the next patient.  So an underreporting 
factor of 100 is, is probably very realistic. So if the TGA say  that there have been 14 deaths,  There's probably 
been  1400,  right? At a minimum, minimum.  Now, this is acknowledged throughout the world. 
 
Another 32 year old athlete dropped dead in the last 24 hours, we're told. Yeah, yeah. Now, the other thing that 
I'd like to say is that,  you know, those comments from Coatsworth.  About, oh, there, there could be a link to, to 
the vaccines. Well, if you've been in the industry for a long time, and I'm sure Nick Coatsworth knows about this. 
 



There are established guidelines  in order to evaluate. Whether or not an observation is caused by a drug.  It's, 
it's, it happens all the time, right? So there has to be a framework to evaluate it. And it's called the Bradford Hill 
Criteria.  And if you look at the 10  components of the Bradford Hill Criteria,  the link between the COVID 19 
vaccines  and sudden death  or cardiovascular death,  Neurological disease,  um,  and so forth  satisfy all the 
criteria in most cases.  
 
You know, there is a theory about how this is occurring. There's a temporal relationship that is a time course 
relationship.  Um,  there is, there are healthy people who received an injection, who walked in, perfectly healthy 
young people, walked in, got an injection, and the next day, they're in hospital.  Or dead.  
 
Or dead.  Now,  you know, if you don't acknowledge this.  Um, it, it really is serious. It's willful blindness in my 
opinion. Well Nick Coatsworth has come out publicly and condemned the government and the health 
bureaucracy and the AMA in particular around bulk billing and he's criticized the AMA about their, uh, their push 
to have mask mandates restored  in Queensland, saying that all they're going to do is add to the landfill because 
that's the only good masks are for.  
 
You know, he, he's been out there and, and I see him as a, he's a fairly credible individual. Now, he came out 
fairly hard and said, everybody's got to do this. He was the poster boy, and now he's starting to have second 
thoughts. You can see it in him.  And so we say to you, Nick Coatsworth, um, if you think  That there's some kind 
of a chance that the vaccines are causing a problem. 
 
You don't, you need to be more firm than that. You need to come out and say, look, we, we may have made an 
error here and we need to stop and investigate. We need to turn all of our investigative resources into working 
out what's gone on. You can't just say, Oh, maybe possibly, uh, it's likely, uh, only slight.  
 
Because don't forget, all the other trials that happened and all the other problems we've had with other 
medications in history, one or two people dropped dead and the whole thing's shelved. Now, why aren't you 
doing that now, Nick? You really got to, um,  I strongly urge you to sit down at home and have a really good think 
about this. 
 
We would love to have you on the program.  We really, really would. And we'd love to talk to you privately as 
well, to let you know what we're saying, because I had a message again last night from a woman  whose 42 year 
old son dropped dead two days after the booster,  a fit, healthy young man with a father of seven  in a blended 
family dropped dead. 
 
And, uh, when the mother was talking to the doctors about it, uh, I'm certain it's a vaccine injury. Uh, I believe 
one doctor just walked out on her and told her to go away. And another doctor later on said, yeah, I'm certain it's 
a vaccine injury. So you've got all this rubbish going on.  There's too much to ignore. 
 
It's time to speak up. And that's why we've got to keep pushing this stuff, Johnny.  Well, the catchphrase now is 
it's very rare.  Uh, you know, 18 months ago, there was no chance you could, you could get a side effect 
according to these people, but now it's very rare. I mean, you know, in, in a month's time, it'll be mild, mild risk. 
 
It'll just keep escalating. Uh, you can't keep ignoring this stuff. I mean, there is red flags everywhere. It doesn't 
matter whether it's mortality rates. You know, we've got the, the, uh, the, the death rates in motor vehicles 
going up. Why is that?  Is it because people are having events at the wheel?  I mean, these are things that they 
just need to explore. 
 
Are they single vehicle accidents?  You know, they're not revealing any of the data.  Uh, and all these things need 
to be looked at in context. Um, they're not, you know, any one of them, I suppose, is not, is not, uh, reason to 
say, well, yes, conclusively that's going on. But I think it's very naive of these people not to at least look. 
 
at the evidence that's before them and there's a lot of red flags and that's what I hear all these experts say. 
There's lots of red flags, there's things that we've never seen in our careers in 40 or 50 years and why, why we're 



not taking notice of these people now is just criminal.  A young mother of seven year old twins was at the wheel 
of a car between Kalgoorlie and Perth yesterday or the day before.  
 
And, uh, the car swerved dramatically to the right,  from the right side of the road, from the correct side of the 
road, and went straight into a tree. Dramatic. I mean, it wasn't like, I'm gonna run this car into a tree because I 
don't live anymore and I want to kill my daughters as well. So you aim directly at the tree. 
 
This car was driving along and the photos of the skid marks on the road show a dramatic 90 degree turn straight 
into a tree. Both seven year old girls were killed and the mother's in hospital.  Now we saw the photo of the road 
and Michelle's first response was I bet she's had a medical incident at the wheel.  
 
You know, these things are going on now. We can't say, Oh, maybe possibly we've got to get down and get this 
investigated. If we're wrong, great, but prove to us that we're wrong. Investigate this properly and prove to us 
that we're wrong because, um, this has gone on long enough and we're not going to give up until you come to 
the party  now. 
 
And this is never going to be resolved unless they start doing autopsies.  Okay. Yeah, they've been resistant  to 
doing  autopsies. The word is out. They do. The coroners did not want to allow the autopsies.  Because if you do 
an autopsy, you determine the cause of death, then there's no doubt. Well, that's the last thing  that a lot of 
these people that are pushing these vaccines want is autopsies. 
 
There's been limited studies done  overseas, mainly in Germany.  But also there was a  terrific series done by 
McCullough and Co. Just, just recently, about 300 published reports. Of autopsies were, were reviewed  and I tell 
you what, the results aren't good. Now, I think the government and governments know this  and they're trying to 
suppress the information. 
 
I can, I can add to that, Philip, because I can tell you now that New South Wales Ambulance has changed its 
verification of death protocol.  Interestingly, it now says reporting a death to the coroner is no longer required if 
the deceased person had not seen a medical practitioner within the six months prior to the death.  
 
Why? Well, are there too many to handle? Are they trying to reduce the caseload?  There it is in black and white 
in New South Wales Ambulance's protocol, verification of death. I mean, it clearly It clearly is, uh, this, this is 
monstrous. What's going on.  Look, there's a whole bunch of stuff happening  that really requires  a deep dig. 
 
Uh, I was in Lismore yesterday.  And we wandered around town and I spoke to a few people who recognized me, 
it was great to talk to them. And I spoke to a gentleman who's owned a business in Lismore for decades.  And he 
went through the floods, he's been flooded out a few times. He's, uh, very active in his community, he's born and 
bred in Lismore.  
 
And I said to him, how was it during the floods? That was two years ago. John, you remember, we were in 
Korokai two years ago.  How was it during the floods? He said it was horrendous. Never seen anything like it.  I 
said, how many died? Ha, he said, officially four,  officially four. But he said, we know for a fact there were 18 
people  in a motel who drowned in one motel in the city centre.  
 
There was a guy with a big ocean going boat who brought his boat on a trailer to the, uh, to the road that led into 
the floodwater. He was asked by a friend who lived in Lismore to bring his boat and come and help him.  The S. E. 
S. tried to stop him  and he said you, you've got two choices, you either get out of the way or I run over the top 
of you but I'm putting this boat in the water and I'm going to do some work.  
 
The S. E. S. were desperate to stop people in private boats from going onto the water.  This man who owned the 
boat was driving the boat slowly past homes. that were up beyond the guttering  in water, old homes with 
corrugated iron roofs. And he said, you could hear people screaming in the roof cavities  everywhere.  
 



So in other words, the water rose up, they went up through the manhole, they went into the roof cavity, and he 
said an hour later when he came back, nobody had been there, but the voices had stopped and the roofs went 
under.  Two young fishermen told me that they put a tinny in the water and during the time they were there, 
they retrieved 11 bodies.  
 
So, why? Now, the gentleman concerned saw his local member  In his store and said, what's the verdict on the 
death toll? And the local member said the official death toll is four, but he said, Oh, there's been a lot more than 
that. People have gone missing. Some people have not been seen since  he looked a man straight in the eye. 
 
And he said, the official death toll is four.  Why,  why would you,  why would you want to cover that up?  I mean, 
this, look, this is why we get robbed. This is why we look, we are three ordinary citizens.  We love our country. 
We love the works that we, the works that we performed in our careers. We loved our careers. 
 
We're sensible human beings who are good at risk benefit analysis.  And now we're seen as redneck conspiracy 
theorists, radical right wingers, because we want to know the truth.  And we'll say it again till the cows come 
home.  Conspiracy theories thrive when governments bullshit the people.  That's it. And you have been 
bullshitting the people for decades.  
 
And we've had enough.  We've had enough. It's time to get the truth out there. For goodness sake, we're big 
people now. We're grown up. What have you got to hide? Why are you the ones hiding? Why are you the ones 
censoring the media?  Why are you the ones paying media off to censor everybody? Mainstream media is dead 
in the water. 
 
You better start looking at working in other areas because the mainstream media has lost complete credibility. 
Nobody trusts it anymore. It's a laughing stock. Because of things like this. Because people like Nick Coatsworth 
might be contracted to Channel 9 and he can't really say what he wants to.  
 
Who's running the country? Rupert Murdoch,  come on.  We want the truth and you don't have to pass 
legislation then to cover up misinformation. Or you might pass a legislation and allow that legislation to be 
applied to the mainstream media and the government as well. And then we'll see who's really spreading the 
bullshit.  
 
Philip Altman, um, your substacks have been very well researched. You've got some information there from 
Embalmers that Dr. John Campbell has shared. Um, tell us what you know, and please feel free to share screen.  
Right.  Well, uh, John Campbell has done all the running on this, uh, in conjunction with a few brave embalmers.  
 
Who have stood up  to report what they've been seeing.  Uh, not all bodies are embalmed. Of course, uh, I've 
been hearing,  uh, through these, these embalmers that only about a quarter of bodies are embalmed, but of 
those that have been embalmed after the vaccines, the COVID 19 vaccines have been rolled out,  they're seeing 
some very strange things.  
 
In the blood vessels, and I'll show you a photograph that was taken from one of the John Campbell interviews.  
Can you see that?  I'm sure there it is. It's coming up there. Oh, man. Okay. So what you're looking at there is a 
branch.  It looks like a  bit of rubber.  It's a bit of rubber. It's not really a clot. If you look to the right, you can see 
clots are sometimes pulled out of veins, um,  uh,  during the process of, of embalming, and they would look like 
that, that, uh, dark red jelly like, uh, vessel on the far right hand side.  
 
But that one right in the middle of this branch, the white one that  that's been looked at by pathologists, and as 
best they can determine most of that substance. Is protein is an amyloid  protein  amyloid protein  is basically 
misfolded protein that is non functional, right? And that was pulled out of someone. 
 
Now,  there have been a number of interviews, uh, with these, these embalmers  and they're reporting  about 25 
percent  of the people that they embalm are showing these white spots.  amyloid,  uh, structures. Some of them 



are 30 centimeters long.  Now the question is, did they occur after death or before death?  Now that's still being 
investigated and some of the embalmers  are,  are saying that they've never seen this before  in their entire life.  
 
And there are doctors who are reporting  trying to remove blood clots or clots in vessels from people.  On the 
operating table, and  some of these clots look like these amyloid clots,  so we know that at least in a proportion 
of cases,  they're occurring in live people. If you had a clot like this, this one looks like, I think, from memory, it 
was probably from the carotid, which would have meant no one, no one can survive that. 
 
If that  clot even blocked, uh, uh, 50%. Or so of the, of the, uh, carotid, you,  you, you, you'd probably die.  So, 
this is being reported, not by one, one embalmer, but by many. They're talking amongst themselves.  And,  uh, 
this alone, this, this observation alone,  even in  a half dozen people,  would normally, before COVID,  prompt A 
massive  FDA TGA investigation.  
 
It would be headline news  in mainstream news media  everywhere.  And yet,  there's silence.  So, you know,  
this is, this is really disturbing.  Back to your point about  vaccines, you know, and what will it take to withdraw 
these vaccines? Well,  history tells us.  that there have been vaccines that have been withdrawn with as few as 
10 reported deaths.  
 
We're not looking at 10 reported deaths.  We're looking at hundreds of thousands, if not millions  of deaths.  And 
yet,  you know,  if, if people can't  realize that this is the most serious thing  that's ever happened, I think in the 
history of Australia,  there's something wrong. We're not talking about,  about conspiracies with people. 
 
Being corrupted and approving a D. A. here or there or stealing some money or something. This is  hundreds of 
thousands of people dying.  The excess deaths alone in Australia, if you look at them, the non COVID  excess 
deaths since the vaccine rollouts  would probably be in excess, depending on how you calculate it, in excess of 
50, 000, maybe 60, 000.  
 
And those are just the deaths. That's not serious injury. That's not people carrying  serious heart conditions or 
neurological conditions.  And most of those are healthy young people. Exactly. Who would not have had more 
than a cold if they'd contracted COVID.  Yeah, well, now, now we know that that really, it wasn't really a 
pandemic as most people are saying now that know about the epidemiology.  
 
It was at, at worst equivalent to a, a serious flu. We, we were fooled. We were lied to.  
 
Yeah.  What can you say?  I mean, we, we've been lied to from the very beginning.  The, the virus came from a 
lab. Almost everyone  would agree with that. Now, but yet, there's no investigation.  The virus doesn't prevent 
transmission of infection  or  Or getting the infection.  It doesn't stay in the arm as we were told.  
 
The lockdowns  were deleterious.  You just, you just look at Sweden. Sweden  didn't have lockdowns or mass 
mandates or vaccine  mandates. They did much better  than Australia did. And yet, we have people who  advise 
the government  And led the policy implementation,  which was disastrous for this country. And they've been 
given orders of Australia  and they haven't apologized for the damage that's been done. 
 
They should be giving their marching orders of Australia, Johnny Lada.  Well, uh, look, it, it incenses me when you 
say the Brett Suttons of the world, the Kerry Chance, uh, electing these awards, it's, it's, it's. It's beyond belief. 
Uh, I still can't understand how criminal proceedings haven't been commenced,  uh, in regard to these, uh, 
matters. 
 
I mean, it's, uh,  it's murder on a scale. It's  comparable to what happened in Nazi Germany. I don't care what 
anyone says. It's worse in my view. Yeah, they, we, we were told,  um,  that these vaccines  Were, quote, safe, 
unquote.  We were told they were safe. Actually, the TGA and every drug regulatory agency in the world knows 
that you cannot say a drug is safe. 
 



No drug is safe. That's understood  by everyone. In fact, it's enshrined in Australia in the TGA advertising code. 
You cannot say a drug is safe. So how did they say it was safe?  They passed a special  provision  in the advertising 
code to allow  people to say COVID 19 vaccines were safe. And they did that  in June of 2021,  when there was 
very little information next to no information on the safety of these things.  
 
How did they know it was safe?  
 
And when you look at it on the scale of things, uh, the worst of the, the, so-called pandemic was over.  Uh, you 
know, so it, it just beggars belief, uh, that they, they, they, they went through all this, uh,  and, and even worse 
that they mandated the stuff. I mean, that's, that's the horrendous part here. I mean, and, and the mandates are 
still in force.  
 
Knowing what we know, knowing the signs that we now know, we all know the mandates are still in place.  Look, 
at the end of the day, uh, Philip, I mean, how could anyone in their right mind  look back? I mean, it was, it was 
fanciful at the time, but how could you have a government that could allow somebody to go to a brothel,  but 
not go to a church?  
 
It's just beyond belief. I mean, these people should be locked up.  
 
Look, you know, we, we hear about the health system in crisis. What health system? We haven't had one for a 
long time. We've just got a disease management system, but,  um, you know, friends of ours had a pretty horrific 
day yesterday. Uh, our friend had a suspected meningitis attack, or it looked like she had meningitis. 
 
All the symptoms were there, went to the local Bush nursing hospital,  got some treatments and tests done 
there, and then was sent to Lismore Base Hospital.  They spent 12 hours at Lismore Base Hospital.  Suspected 
meningitis.  And every time they said, can we please get seen? Now it'd be five hours at a time and not be seen.  
 
Can we please be seen?  Look, we're doing the best we can. We've got the funding doesn't allow for us to have 
enough nurses and we don't have enough doctors.  
 
Well. So why are the nurses and paramedics and medical professionals you have in New South Wales sitting on 
their backsides or making coffee because you won't let them work. And these are people with vast experience 
who had the gumption and the experience to know that they could say no to something they thought was 
harmful.  
 
It's called integrity.  And there they are with all their combined thousands of years of experience waiting to 
serve.  Waiting to come in. Now that you most need them.  There's only one reason you're not. There's two 
reasons. You're not dropping these mandates and getting them back to work. One of them is pride because you 
think you're going to look foolish. 
 
Let me tell you, you already look foolish.  We have, we have this situation in Canberra, uh, Philip Altman, where 
two independent senators voted against  For the second time, an inquiry into excess deaths in Australia.  Two 
senators, Jackie Lambie and Lydia Thorpe.  Now, why would Jackie Lambie vote no?  There can only really be two 
reasons.  
 
One was she pushed it too hard in the beginning, and an investigation would show that she backed the wrong 
horse and may have been responsible for killing some of her own constituents.  Or she's just plain dumb.  I mean, 
what on earth would possess an independent to vote against something like that? Was it some kind of backroom 
deal?  
 
Why would you not want to know what's killing fellow Tasmanians, Jackie Lambie?  And Lydia Thorpe, you're all 
blump and luster and you walk in with your fist raised in the air and you're all tough  when you're making a 
statement like that, but when your own people are dying in front of you,  you don't even want to acknowledge it 
and you don't want an investigation.  



 
What are you about?  What is wrong with you?  Totally critical. And I think we've, we've also got to ask the 
question, why are the American red cross  asking questions about whether you've been vaccinated  and if you 
answer yes to being MRNA vaccinated, they want you to call their hotline before you'll be allowed to come in to 
give blood. 
 
Yep.  Why is that the case?  
 
Yeah.  Well, they know now that the spike protein  can hang around and the mRNA can hang around for a long 
time,  many months.  
 
Yeah. And what are the flow on effects of that? Because this, you know, Exactly. That, that was another lie. We 
were told that the, the mRNA vaccine would stay in the arm  and disappear very rapidly. Do you remember that?  
Oh, yeah. Can't cross the blood brain barrier. They said. Yeah. They never had any data to support that. 
 
That was a wish.  And now they've been shown that's been shown to be a lie.  If you get vaccinated, you won't 
get COVID.  Another lie.  If you are vaccinated, you won't die from COVID. If you don't get vaccinated, you will die 
of COVID.  Well, here's three living  anti vaxxers.  And it's now, it's,  Now showing that  the more you've been 
vaccinated, the more damage is being done to your immune system. 
 
It's those people who are most susceptible  to,  uh, COVID  getting reinfected with COVID.  Um, and it, uh, it does 
occur after about the third  injection, the first two, and then, then a booster.  Um, some, some people had two or 
three boosters.  So, their immune system is not probably in great shape.  Well, and you've only got to speak to 
the Pfizer executives. 
 
They didn't even want to have the, uh, the product that was given to the public. They brought in their own drug 
to give to their own employees.  Yeah.  That tells you But why, why were the politicians exempt? Why was the 
judiciary  exempt?  And their staff. And their,  and their staff.  
 
Yet they mandated, uh, people like myself out of the court.  We weren't allowed to go and give evidence unless 
we were double vaccinated.  
 
A few pregnant pauses in our broadcast tonight, gentlemen. And I think they're poignant ones,  poignant ones.  I 
mean, we are,  we're getting, we, we are passing the point of no return.  You know, I had a conversation, I've had 
several conversations with my wife, Michelle, and I'm sure, I don't know, John, whether you've had with Caitlin, 
but  a friend of ours said today,  you guys, are you worried about being arrested one day?  
 
Not worried about it. If it happens, it happens, but we put plans in place. Michelle knows what to do if I get 
carted off  just because I'm saying stuff like this.  This is Australia. Why on earth would law abiding citizens  make 
plans in case one of you gets arrested for speaking the truth or speaking out or asking somebody else to speak 
the truth?  
 
I might be better off in there, Hootie. At least I'd have a job.  Making number plates, Johnny. Yeah.  Unbelievable. 
Unbelievable.  Philip, what's on the horizon for you with your sub stack? Um, you do, you still do a lot of 
research. You're pumping this stuff out. What's, uh, what's noteworthy for you? What are you really looking for 
at the moment?  
 
Look, um,  the information is coming from a lot of quarters. There's a lot of people, a lot of literature to sift 
through. And I just try and sift through  the literature as best I can and distribute some of the more important  
bits and pieces. The thing on the amyloid plaques was really important over the last week or so.  
 
Um, but, but of course, there's the, uh, this, uh, uh, meeting with the, uh, legal and constitutional committee in 
Canberra concerning possible terms of reference, uh, for a royal commission,  uh, into COVID.  And, um, a lot of 



people have put an enormous amount of work in the original document that was submitted.  Uh, to the 
committee, uh, was something like  130 pages long and there were probably more than 50 contributors to it.  
 
Um, there were questions on notice that were raised and those are being answered now, um, uh,  by individuals, 
by experts in various.  areas. Um,  so, so watch that space. But,  you know, I think there's going to be huge 
resistance to having a Royal Commission because neither side of the politics  really want the truth to be known.  
 
Uh, they want people to just forget it and move on  that. That's the strategy. And they're just hanging on,  uh,  
by, by their fingernails, right. And, and hoping to, to hang on for a few more years and walk away with a pension 
or. Um, you notice the premiers have, uh, basically all left. I think they saw the writing on the wall. 
 
Um, there's just too much information that's coming through now. Um,  and, and they're just stonewalling it. Uh, 
but people were in trouble. People were suffering. And it's so sad to see your fellow Australians. Being gas lit and 
stonewalled  and not being looked after. We deserve better than this.  Police commissioner in Queensland, 
Katrina Carroll has pulled the pin too, John. 
 
I mean, they're, uh,  they're running like, uh, rats off a sinking ship, but, um. But then they appoint people like 
Hazzard to be the chairman of CareFlight. I mean, you know, it's, it just beggars belief what goes on. I mean, this, 
this woman will go into some other job. She'll get some consultancy gig. Uh, hazards on a 300, 000 a year 
pension for life. 
 
I mean, what's he need to go over there for? Uh, well, maybe you could take over Woolies, John. Teddy bear 
sales aren't going to go up, are they? Well, his wife works for Woolies.  Yeah. On the checkout?  No, she's a, she's 
a high, high flying manager with the Woolworths.  Uh, it's crazy stuff. What have they just done? 
 
Lost three quarters of a billion dollars in one of the, one of the most, uh, lucrative grocery markets in the world. 
Well, I can tell you, I, I'm not really an activist. You know, most people think I'm really outspoken. I've never been 
an activist, right? Me either. I'm sitting here, 2019, very happy. You know, not a, not a care in the world. 
 
I've never  spoken to an audience  in, in my life, right?  Hate doing it. At any rate,  I was so upset with what 
Woolies had been doing. I went into my local Woolies  in Neutral Bay, where I've shopped for probably  30 years. 
And I asked to speak to the manager.  And I was very polite  and he did show up and I introduced myself.  
 
I just said, uh, I'm just a shopper, but I've been shopping here for 30 years.  And I said, I'm really, really  
disappointed  in, uh, the stance that bullies have taken toward the public.  And they look to me to be very 
unpatriotic. And I said,  as a result, I will never come through these doors again.  I will go elsewhere.  
 
And  he said, I understand.  I won't, won't name him, but  he said, I understand. He said, you're not the only one  
who's, who's, who's come in.  People are marching with their feet.  Well, I had the same conversation with APRA 
the other day on the telephone. And, uh, you know, the, the, the young girl that I was speaking to, uh,  uh, was 
very sympathetic. 
 
Uh, in fact, she actually made some comments, which,  which I was, was very surprised about. Um, To the extent 
where I was of the view that she believed that the vaccines were harmful. Uh, so  I, I think this is going on 
everywhere. Uh, I think there's, there's everyone knows somebody that knows somebody that, uh, has got a 
story to tell, uh, about some backroom deal or they're not speaking up. 
 
They know what's going on, but nobody wants to put their hand up and, and take responsibility for all this. I 
don't know where these corporate giants. Uh, went from selling, uh, baked beans to deciding what we should 
vote for or what we should think. Uh, it, it is just  madness and you know, they are representing thousands of 
staff, thousands of customers. 
 



Why they think that it's their responsibility to conquer and divide and upset people that come into their shop,  
uh, for the sake of being trendy to some.  It is beyond ridiculous. Well, well, Johnny, it's, it's happened before in 
history.  It's called corporatism,  public private partnerships,  and it didn't end well in the 1930s.  
 
That's fascism.  That's the definition of fascism. When governments, bureaucracies and corporations work 
together for the common good,  the common good of who? The government, the corporations and the 
bureaucracies.  Not the people.  This is bizarre stuff. We live in incredible times and we live, you know, many of 
us have been employed by corporations who've been more involved in social engineering than they have been in 
running a business. 
 
Yeah. And this Woolies is paying the price. This covid thing  has made  ordinary people like myself really start to 
think about  what's really going on in the world in a lot of areas, not just.  Uh, medical health  areas, but in lots of 
areas, you now have to start to question everything because there's been, I believe, unfortunately, a massive loss 
of trust,  certainly in the medical profession. 
 
I mean, that is tragic. That is tragic. I'm not sure  that  the trust will come back in a, in a generation. It's that 
serious. People just  don't believe now. A lot of people, not, not everyone, but a lot of people just distrust 
doctors. You, you always distrusted the politicians, right? Or your tax accountant, you know, you always 
wondered about things. 
 
But, but, but your doctor and, and scientists, do you dis, you You know, you have to really worry about scientists 
now, you know, when you start to talk about climate change and stuff. I tell you what, you have to critically 
think, but you can't critically think  if you're really, really scared. You lose that ability to critically think. 
 
When you're frightened, your brain works differently.  It certainly does fight or flight. Well, I think we're going to 
hell in a hand basket. I don't know how, I mean, Kaitlin went to the doctor the other day, had to book in in 
Wagga, uh, because she couldn't get into the doctor in, in Chairman, 75 out of pocket expense for a lesson, 10 
minute consultation to get a blood form.  
 
It was absolutely absurd.  Uh, and then I'm aware of people that are, that are ringing their doctor and saying, I 
want to make an appointment.  And they say, they're being asked, what's your name?  Uh, no, you're not on the 
list. I've been coming there for 10 years, but you haven't been here within the last two years. 
 
So we've wiped you off the screen. You're not considered it. We're not taking any new patients.  I mean, this is 
the sort of stuff that's going on.  Uh,  my daughter's just started university in Wollongong. One textbook, 400. 
One textbook  to park at the university, 20 a day. I mean, who can afford this stuff?  
 
Welcome to Australia.  We're going wrong. And Albanese's flying around. It's so easy to see it. The three of us 
can see it. Yeah. The three of us can see it.  And this grub Albanese's flying around in VIP RAAF jets to Taylor Swift 
concerts. I mean, I just feel like going, you're a disgrace.  I found out the other day he was the, uh, president of 
the Young Communists at university. 
 
Of course he was. You  should call him Marxist Albanese. Unbelievable.  Anyway, gentlemen, we better bring this 
to a close. It's been great catching you up again, Dr. Phil, and we love having you on for this. We haven't had an 
Altman report since last year, but you took a little bit of time out and  don't mind, uh, you know, we were just 
here slaving over a hot camera again while you were enjoying yourself. 
 
And, um, but it's great to have you back on. And I think we should, we need all the help we can get. So let's talk 
to God, shall we?  Dear Lord, father in heaven, you've been listening to our comments. You know, our hearts. 
You know our thoughts, you know our motives, Father God. Guide and lead us in the ways everlasting. 
 
Guide and lead us into truth, knowing that, as you said in John 8, 32, know the truth and that truth will set you 
free.  And for those who believe in you, Lord, you are the truth. So please guide and lead us with wisdom, grace, 



and mercy. Help us to be compassionate, even against those who we see as doing the wrong thing and those 
who hate upon us. 
 
May we live in compassion and truth, we ask in Jesus holy name. Amen.  Amen.  Thanks for coming on, Philip, 
and let's get you on in a month or so and get another update. Unless you've got something more that you want 
to talk about before then, then please contact us. We're happy to put you to air.  We've got to get, we've got to 
get him a Club Grubbery shirt hoodie. 
 
I mean, he's, he's got to be, he's part of the furniture now, isn't he? Yeah, we do. We do. See to it, will you, 
Johnny?  See to it. Okay. You know where I live. Are you still there? Yeah. I'm still here. We, we haven't moved 
yet.  All right. Well, God bless you, Phillip. And so much, Johnny Lardy. You've often been heard to say. 
 
You just couldn't make this stuff up.  No way. Could you stay out of the trees, everybody? Don't forget what you 
did yesterday. Got you to today. Bye. Bye. Bye.  Don't live in fear, don't go mining for darkness, you know, there's 
plenty of stuff lying on the surface. You don't have to go underground to see stupidity and corruption at its core. 
 
So remember the sun comes up, the sun goes down, it's been beautiful weather, it's been hot and sticky, but find 
a beach, find a creek, have a swim, relax. And we'll see you next time on Club Grubby with another great 
interview. Thanks for supporting us and we'll see you soon. Bye for now. 


